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Intended primarily for use in the classroom during guided reading sessions, this series of six books for Y3 and Y4
children offers much to hold children?s interest. The books cover specific genres ? mystery and adventure for Y3, and
stories that raise issues for Y4 ? and are differentiated, in each year group, into lower ability, average and good readers.
Stories are varied and stylishly written, based on themes and settings with which children will be familiar. Plots are
straightforward, with no subplot or characters unrelated to immediate events to divert the reader?s attention.
In each of the books, text is set large and divided into short chapters, attractively illustrated with black and white
drawings. Stories intended for less confident readers contain simple sentence constructions, repetition and one or more
illustrations per page (as opposed to one per spread for top readers). Though care has obviously been taken in matching
illustration style to story content, and integrating pictures with text, it?s a shame there?s not more ethnic diversity in the
characters depicted.
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